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1. Introduction
1.1. The Theme
People generate and share more information than ever before. This information is shared with
multiple actors, for a multitude of reasons and with a seeming lack of control and oversight.
The recent Big Brother Watch and Others v. UK (Brother) (2018), in the European Court of
Human Rights (ECtHR) showed just how far-reaching and unpredictable the access into the
private data can be.1 Its massive secret surveillance system showed how the world is
evermore interconnected and virtual, leaving individual electronic footprints on an
unprecedented scale. On a mass scale, this generation of data is termed “Big Data”.
Traditionally, numerous technological obstacles for accessing, processing and using this Big
Data have limited the possibilities. The advancements made in processing power and
artificial intelligence (AI) have, however, reduced these obstacles. The possibilities within
this data, has resulted in more actors jumping at a chance to access it. A broad range of
commercial, security, research, and/or development motives drive these actors.2 One of the
many actors interested is the government, in the form of the police and intelligence services.3
In a desire to ensure safety, these actors have a legitimate interest in accessing data on both
an individual and mass scale.

This in itself is nothing new and has led to all manner of secret surveillance in the past. What
is new are the subsiding technological limitations, leaving one to ask about the judicial
requirements regulating the government’s interest in the data. As shown in Big
Brother(2018), the interlock between the police/intelligence work and this new technology,
has, and continues to, be a double-edge sword, cutting into numerous legal topics, secret
surveillance being one. Here privacy is balanced against national security interests. This topic
will be, and already is, a point of rising tension. As technology advances, it will channel more
pressure on the judicial restrictions that protects privacy. How is this tension materializing in
the ECtHR? To answer this, the point of tension, namely The European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR)’s article 8, respect for private and family life, and related ECtHR case
law must be investigated.

1

Hughes(2018)
Cylo(2018)p.181-190, 201-207
3
CDL-AD(2015)011.para.60-64
2
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1.2. Delimitation
As many of the other ECHR provisions concerning freedom, article 8 requires an interference
to have legality, a legitimate aim and be necessary.4 A review of the case law shows that
compliance with the legality requirement is the main concern.5 Within the term of legality
there is the requirements of an existing legal framework, that it is accessible, and lastly that it
is foreseeable.6 Foreseeability requires the law to be direct and to the point; vagueness and
unclarity allowing analogical, antithetical or expansive interpretation usually results in
inadequate legality. In the context of secret surveillance, the legality requirement has eight
qualifications:7 (1) “Scope of application of secret surveillance measures” (2) “The duration
of secret surveillance measures”, (3)“Procedures to be followed for storing, accessing,
examining, using, communicating and destroying the intercepted data”, (4) “Authorisation of
interceptions”, (5) “Supervision of the implementation of secret surveillance measures”, (6)
“Notification of interception of communications/available remedies”, (7) “Proportionality”
and (8) “Other” ad-hoc requirements.

Conditions 1-3 deal with legality issues at the initiation of the secret surveillance. Part of 3,
and 4-5 addresses the conduct of secret surveillance, while condition 6 looks look into the
aftermath of secret surveillance. Point 7 and 8 pop up infrequently. The qualifications from 16 are cumulative minimum qualifications required for legality.8 The paper is limited to (1)
“Scope of application of secret surveillance measures”. Within this scope of legality, three
sub-issues emerge;9 (1.1) What offences give legality to secret surveillance? (1.2) Who can be
placed under secret surveillance? And (1.3) What types of surveillance can be carried out?
This paper will chiefly examine point 1.1; however, there is a sizeable overlap between the
three given their inter-relationship. This thesis has identified eight offences that appear
frequently as grounds for secret surveillance, namely; theft, murder, insult, drug trafficking,
national security, financial dealings, corruption and child pornography. The thesis will only
analyse those national security offence (NSO) cases, given their prominence as a successful
justification for the use of secret surveillance, as will be shown in section 3.6.

4

Aall(2015)p.118-167
CDL-AD(2015)011.para.91-92
6
Research Division(2013)p.8-11
7
Valenzuela(1998)para.46, CDL-AD(2015)011.para.14-27
8
Roman(2015)para.227-234
9
ibid
5
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1.3. Research question and structure
From these parameters one can formulate a legal research question revolving around ECHR
article 8: How is the legality requirement for national security offences shaped to regulate
secret surveillance by the government on private persons?
“How” involves both an explanation and a discussion. “National security offences” are a
category of offences of the most serious kind, usually with a political nature.10 This relates to
how defined the NSO is. A broad or analogical definition may collide with the principle of
legality under criminal law. Within the field of secret surveillance, strict legality is the rule.
In this strict context, the “legality requirement” of such offences is determined by four
inputs. Firstly, the political nature of the offence and its seriousness. Secondly, how intrusive
the secret surveillance will be on the individual.11 E.g., the lesser the seriousness of the
offence, and the less intrusive surveillance, the greater the chances are of adequate legality.
Thirdly, the ability to remedy legality shortcomings. The final, and potentially most
significant input, is the discrepancy between technological development and the judicial, such as legality - requirements.
“Shaped to regulate” refers to how these legality inputs affect NSOs as an offence that
allows secret surveillance. Have the inputs eased the legality requirement, permitting more
situations warranting secret surveillance, or not? When using the term “secret”, this thesis
refers principally to involuntary and covert data gathering. “Surveillance” can be interference
in an individual’s private life by e.g. wiretapping, recorded audio/video and/or location
devices, hacking, etc.12 The “government” terminology aims to bypass cases of person-toperson surveillance, and any legal entity beyond that of the government agency’s like law
enforcement and intelligence bureaus. The government in question must be the person’s
own.13 Lastly, “on private persons” means the targets of the secret surveillance cannot be
legal entities, i.e. corporations, national or international organisations or other governments,
only private individuals.

10

Research Division(2013)p.5
Research Division(2013)p.8-11
12
Duffy(2015p.641-643
13
CDL-AD(2015)011.para.65-67
11
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To put the main research question in simpler terms: How is the legality requirement for NSOs
shaped by the inputs; political nature and seriousness of the offence, intrusiveness, remedying
legality shortcomings and discrepancy between technological development and legality
constrictions?
What distinguishes this thesis from other legal papers on this topic, is the supplement of
statistical data. The data is generated from a range of relevant ECtHR cases and serves as
support structure for the legal discussion.
The main aim is analysing the four inputs that shape how the legality requirement for NSOs
is shaped: an explanation is provided in section 3 containing a description of the core ideas of
secret surveillance. Sections 4-6 contain the main analysis. Section 4 discusses each of the
four inputs in turns, covering some of the different aspects of each input. Section 5 provides a
statistical validation of these judicial inputs’ findings, and visually illustrates how the inputs
has shaped the legality requirement of NSO. Section 6 offers a summary, concluding remarks
on legal and non-legal consequences, and includes a small section on de lege ferenda.
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2. Method
This paper utilises a mixed-methods approach,14 where legal positivism15 is combined with a
quantitative statistical method16. In other words, using two methods to answer the research
question. The mix is chosen for its potential to allow statistical data to guide and validate.
The mix is preferred to a classic qualitative judicial approach since its rarely done, it
challenges the readers idea on “how to normally do it”, places data behind the words and
shows how to and why it can be beneficial to tie the qualitative and quantitative worlds
together. The writer is aware of the unorthodoxy of the approach; therefore, a sizable paper
portion is delegated to method.
Section 2.1 will explain how relevant case law of the ECtHR was collected, valued,
organized and used statistically in section 3.6 and section 5. Section 2.2 will explain the legal
method behind section 3.1-3.4 and section 4. If the reader feels sufficiently skilled in
quantitative method, section 2.1-2.1.1.2.3 can be skimmed through and 2.1.2-2.1.2.2.3 can be
skipped. If the reader finds quantitative methods too daunting or unnecessary, one can read
until section 2.1.1.2, pick up at 2.1.3.3 and skip section 5 until figure 13. It’s possible to do
this since the thesis` judicial findings can stand independently without its quantitative part
validating it.

2.1. Statistical method
Generating statistical data from legal cases can be prone to numerous methodological errors,
either in the data material itself, its usage, or the interpretation of the results. To avoid the
pitfall of “Bad statistics are worse than no statistics”, this paper used a holistic approach.
The purpose of which is not to generate holistic data, but to generate large quantities of
specific data. To reduce the amount, a method of elimination was applied at different stages.

14

Bård(2018)p.38-52, 174-180,184-187,284-305,315-330
Tebbit(2005) p.15-48
16
Johannsen(2016)p.241-258,279-312
15
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2.1.1. Stage one: Data Material
2.1.1.1. Collecting cases
The main issue of the case collection was the section parameters. Too lenient or rigid
parameters could lead to either an over-abundance or a lack of cases. There was also a risk of
data contamination or incompatibility, as the cases stretched over a 40-year period.
Only cases relevant to the limited topic within article 8 were selected. The primary source
was ECtHR’s factsheet17 on surveillance and the HUDOC database. Around 200 cases were
found, but they were reduced to 20 after applying the selection parameters. Applying a
snowball/footnote technique on these 20 cases, expanded the caseload to 57 (nonchronological order):

17

Press Unite(2020)
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To maintain the balance between the quantity and quality, these cases were checked against
additional parameters: (1) Proven surveillance taken place, (2) No factual issues, (3)
Foreseeability, where “Scope of application of secret surveillance measures” was prevalent
and (4) Not outdated. This left 36 cases, organized chronologically:

These 36 cases make up the data material for the statistical base.

2.1.1.2. Organizing the cases
The organization of cases is arranged in three parts; (1) What variables were to be applied on
the cases? (2) How to quantify their legal value? And (3) How to structure the dataset?

2.1.1.2.1. What variables to apply on the cases
The choice fell on both univariate and bivariate data.
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Univariate data deals with only a single variable. From it, the frequency, mean, median,
mode, range, normal distribution and standard deviation can be calculated.18 Example: How
frequently do the cases violate ECHR article 8 due to inadequate NSO legality?
In the bivariate data, the thesis compared independent and dependent variables to see if there
was a connection, the strength of the connection, and what effects this might have. Crosssection, sum, group mean and correlation data are typical bivariate data.19 E.g: is there a
connection between who an individual votes for (dependent variable), and the individual’s
income level (independent variable)? However, bivariate data raised a fundamental problem;
the legal field does not belong to a field of typical quantifiable values. The question was how
to break legal values into something simple, such as 1+1=2 or item X affects item Z with Y
amount, without hollowing it out. The obvious answer was to apply more general variables
with the intention of retaining legal precision without losing legal representation.
With these shortcomings in mind, a multitude of variables were tested and mixed. Initially,
there were 13 variables. These were then scaled down to eight:

The first group of variables: (1) “Chronological number”, (2) “Case name” and (3) “Case
Year” served formal goals, like developments over time, and reference points.

18

Johannsen(2018)p.279-294, Muijs(2010)p.79-96
Johannsen(2018)p.295-312,371-383, Muijs(2010)p.98-123

19
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Variable (4) sought to identify if the case concerned individual- or mass secret surveillance.
Variable (5) investigated how each case scores on the aforementioned eight common
offences. Variable (6) “Legality” measured whether the ECtHR deemed the legality to be
adequate or inadequate in regards to the NSO legality requirement. Variable (7) concerned
itself with how much each case developed the legal area (be it in expanding or limiting what
is considered adequate legality for NSO) from a given reference point. The last (8) variable
“Case Outcome”, noted the outcome of the case after passing the other seven legality
conditions.
The four inputs are not made into variables since they are too complex to break down into
statistical values without losing validity. They are complex because they both show that the
NSO legality requirement has eased up, and can explain why. The eight present variables aim
and can only capture the former not the latter. These variables are the core of the statistics, all
data generated stems from these variables and their interconnection.

2.1.1.2.2. Valuing the variables
After establishing the variables, the task was to evaluate which variables were categorical,
and which were numerical.20
Categorical variables capture values that are non-quantifiable, such as: “What is your
occupation? Police officer, Firefighter, Doctor...” etc.21 One cannot say that “Police officer”
has a higher value than “Doctor”, as one cannot quantify it. Equally, one cannot state that
“Inadequate legality” in itself is numerically greater than “Adequate legality”. Numerical
values, however, can be quantified. E.g: “How skilled are you? 1, 2 or 3?”. Here 2 is greater
than 1, but less than 3.
Variables can be measured on four different levels of measurement:22 nominal, ordinal,
interval, and ratio level. To measure categorical variables that are unquantifiable, this thesis
used a nominal level of measurement, like the example above. Ordinal levels and above
utilise numerical variables. Ordinal levels of measurement allow ordering of the outcome of
the variables. E.g: Satisfaction: 1=Sad, 2=Indifferent, 3=Happy. The outcome “Happy”
denotes a higher rate of satisfaction than “Sad” or “Indifferent”; however, one cannot put a
20

Hagen(2014)p.83-105, 131-142
Bård(2018)p.292-305, 308-325, Muijs(2010)p.56-68
22
Johannsen(2016)p.241, 251-258
21
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numerical value on these differences, e.g. state that “Indifferent” is twice that of “Sad”. To do
so, an interval level of measurement is needed. E.g: 1=1kg, 2=5kg, 3=10kg, 4=20kg, 5=40kg,
6=80kg. Using this example, 4 (20kg) is twice that of 3 (10kg), but only 1/4 of 6 (80kg). Now
both the categories and their relationships are numerical. The ratio level of measurement
stands out as it requires a zero value and is therefore excluded here.

In summary, the higher the measurement level accessed, the more precise data can be
generated. In this thesis a major pitfall, leading to “Bad statistics are worse than no
statistics”, is forcing the variables into a higher measurement level then they belong.
Continuous elimination, testing and shaping of the variables was done to prevent this. The
variables’ outcomes were then grouped into several outcomes:

“Chronological number”, “Case Name” and “Case Year” are special variables given their
formal purpose and do not need differentiating outcomes. The “Level” variables two
outcomes, is categorical and measured at the nominal level. The same applies to “Types of
offence” and its eight offence outcomes, and “Legality” with its “Adequate” and
Page 14 of 85

“Inadequate” outcomes. The “Case development Rank” stands out, however, as it is a
numerical value ranging from 0-3. Consequently, it can be measured at the interval level.
Lastly, “Case outcome” is nominal and categorical and concerns whether the applicant or the
government won the case overall.
The table below shows how this structure enables the use of the different levels of
measurement:

Having compiled the variables, their outcome and level of measurement, a finalised dataset
can be presented.

2.1.1.2.3. Dataset
The dataset was the basis, from which all the statistical data was generated and tested. The
research question, the selected cases, the variables and the outcomes produced the following
dataset:23

23

See Appendix for dataset with values
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2.1.2. Stage two: Analysis
Amongst the countless types of analytical tests, it is only necessary to select a limited
number. The tests are of increasing complexity, both in terms of data material input and
output. These tests have their own requirements and findings.24 A detrimental issue was the
alpha level for the statistical significance. Alpha Level is the statistical certainty required
before accepting one hypothesis (H) over another.25 E.g: H0= Elephants and blue whales are
equal in size; H1= Blue whales are larger than elephants. The statistical findings support the
claim that blue whales are larger than elephants with a statistical certainty (P-value) of 96%.
Setting the alpha level to 99.99%, H1 would be considered invalid; however, an alpha level
of 95% would validate H1, i.e. that blue whales are bigger than elephants. In the natural
sciences, the alpha level is set to around 99.99%. In the social sciences, for example
psychology and economics, it is set to around 95%.26 Taking inspiration from etymology and
taking into consideration not-optimal quantifiable nature of the legal field, one can accept a
lower alpha level, at around 85%. This gives the ability to use more of the statistical data but remembering the 15% chance of the outcome being a coincidence.
The first analytical section concerns itself with univariate analytical tests. This helps to find
out how many mass surveillances cases are present, offences frequency, etc. The second part
is the bivariate analytical tests. These can either be parametric or non-parametric tests.27 In
these tests the variables were put against each other, to see if there is a connection, and how
strong it is. For example, it answers: Does the state have a higher chance of claiming
adequate legality if the offence is national security?28
The following parts explain the statistical tests. This is done so that the reader can understand
what goes on ‘behind the scenes’ in the statistical sections of this paper. If not of interest, it
can be skipped. Only the tests that complied with the requirements below have been included
in the paper.

24

Johannsen(2016)p.355-390
Muijs(2010)p.65-69
26
Teater(2016)p.114-130
27
Teater(2016)p.114-121
28
Se section 3.6.
25
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2.1.2.1. Univariate
2.1.2.1.1. Frequency
Frequency statistics helps to understand the main features in the dataset. The measurement is
N= Number of observations/Cases. This test investigates the centralization of the data
calculated in mean, median, mode and range, it also does Standard Deviation (SD) tests.29 SD
indicates how close the numbers are on average to the mean and how each case stands out
compared to the SD. An SD of 1 with a mean of 4 indicates that 95% of all cases are within 4
(Mean) +/- 1 (SD).
The test requires a nominal or higher level of measurement – a requirement met by all of the
variables.

2.1.2.1.2. Normal distribution test
The next test is distribution. Data can be distributed in several ways:

The most optimal and frequent distribution is the “Normal” distribution, where most of the
data is centralized along a mean.30 With the outliers decreasing in number, the further from
the mean their value is. When calculating the distribution, the greater the skewness, the more
front, or back-heavy or spread the values are. A perfect normal distribution, has a skewness
29
30

Johannsen(2016)p.280-287
Johannsen(2016)p.355-364
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of 0; while a distribution that is skewed to the left (when the mean is less than the median),
has a negative skewness. A non-normal distribution prevents the use of parametric bivariate
tests, which leaves non-parametric tests.31 Example:

This value indicates that the distribution is back/tail-heavy. Both the Kolmogrov-Smirnov
and the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality require a P-value of <0.05 to prove that normal
distribution exist.32 This being absent forces the use of non-parametric tests on this variable.
Every time other than univariate tests are done, a normality test has also been conducted
‘behind the scenes’ to determine what test can be done.

2.1.2.2. Bivariate
These tests are carried out to see if there is a connection between variables, and how strong
that potential connection is.

31
32

Hagen(2014)p.145-158
Ibid
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2.1.2.2.1. Test of Independence: Crosstabs with Chi-Square or Fisher’s test
Crosstabs are used to describe the connection between two categoric variables. Testing if the
crosstabs findings was significant an average Chi-Square test was employed. It required:33

1.

Two categorical variables.

2.

Two or more categories (groups) for each variable.

3.

Independence of observations with no relationship between the subjects in each
group.

4.

Relatively large sample size, minimum 5 in each category of a cross section.

Most of the variables passed the requirements. However, the small sample size made it hard
to meet requirement number 4. If a variable failed there, the Fisher test was applied instead.
An example of a Chi-Square test in practice: Does individuals that move out of the family
home get a similar pet to their old household? The hypothesis (H1) is that more people get a
dog instead of a cat after moving. H0 contradicts this.

33

Hagen(2014)p.315-328, Muijs(2010)p.99-111,
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Findings:
1. Before moving, 12 people had dogs and 12 people had cats
2. After moving, 14 people had dogs and 10 people had cats
3. 9 people had a dog both before and after moving
4. 7 people had a cat both before and after moving
5. 5 people had a cat before moving and a dog after moving
6. 3 people had a dog before moving and a cat after moving

The findings are 90.2% (1-0.098=0.902 x100) certain by Chi-Square testing and 78.6% by
the Fisher test. Since requirement 4 of the Chi-Square is not violated (none of the cells have
an expected count less than 5), 90.2% are used. Applying the 85% Alpha level, the valid Pvalue (90.2%) is statistically significant (P-value>Alpha level). Consequently, the first and
second findings show that more people have dogs after moving out, affirming H1.

2.1.2.2.2. T-Test
The purpose of most T-Tests is to determine if there is a significant difference in the mean of
two groups, that can be related to a similar feature. In a common T-Test, eight requirements
need to be fulfilled:34
1. Dependent variable that is continuous (i.e. interval or ratio level)
2. Independent variable that is categorical (i.e. two or more groups)
3. Cases that have values on both the dependent and independent variables
4. Independent samples/groups
5. Random sample of data from the population
6. Normal distribution for the dependent variable
7. Homogeneity of variances
8. No extreme outliers
Of the variables, only “Case Development Rank” fits these criteria. The rest fail on
requirement number 1 or number 6. This is predictable, since they never were meant for a Ttest.35 Example of a T-test: Checking if the crime rate in a city is affected by the time of day.
The H1 state more crimes during daytime. H0 claims there is no difference.

34
35

Johannsen(2016)p374-377, Muijs(2010)p.111-123
Hagen(2014)p.222-235
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An average of two crimes were registered each night, and four during daytime. There are on
average twice (2/4) as many crimes committed during the day compared to at night. The
findings are however only 66,9% (1-0.331= 0.669 x 100) certain, with a 31,1% chance of
uncertainty. The sparse 66,9% stems from the limited time periods of data collection. The
85% alpha level would invalidate these findings (P-Value<Alpha value). One cannot prove
H1, thus H0 where there is no difference, is left.

2.1.2.2.3. Correlation testing
A final relevant test is correlation testing between variables. The aim is to evaluate if one
variable changes, how does the other variable react. Is there no reaction, an increase or
decrease - and how extensive is this change? The most common correlation test is Pearson’s,
it requires:
1. Two or more continuous variables
2. Cases that have values on both variables
3. Linear relationship between the variables
4. Independent cases
5. Bivariate normality
6. Random sample of data from the population
7. No outliers
“Case Development Rank” being the only continuous variable (Interval) violate number 1.
Instead, the alternative correlation test Eta, allowing testing between an interval- and nominal
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variable, are used.36 Eta is a measure of association between variables, ranging from 0 to 1. 0
indicates no association, and 1 indicates a perfect correlation between the variables. It
answers how much of the variance in the depended variable can be explained by the variance
in the independent variable.

Example: What is the correlation between hair loss (dependent variable) and hair colour
(independent variable)?

The 0.21 value indicates there is little correlation between the two. Hair colour appears to be
a marginal reason for hair loss at best.

36

Hagen(2014)p.247-263
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2.1.3. Stage three: Interpretations
The data output generated by the tests has some shortcomings when attempting to interpret it.
Some specific issues are addressed here.

2.1.3.1. Type I and Type II errors
Type I errors occur when discarding a correct H0, also called a false positive result. Type II is
known as a false negative result and occurs when keeping an incorrect H0. The statistical
tests conducted are meant to reflect the premise of the data in a way that avoids both
outcomes.37 One downside is the 85% alpha value. This exacerbates the risk of Type I errors,
compared to 99% alpha value. Working off either Type I or II errors would be reasoning
based on a flawed premise. To mitigate, the holistic approach, method of elimination,
avoidance of model forcing, result testing and a cautious legal interpretation was applied to
the findings.

2.1.3.2. Data and personal bias
The study material (cases) and the researcher are subjects, not objects. This invites a need for
social and personal awareness and third-party oversight to prevent data bias.38 These
precautions have been applied here.

2.1.3.3. How representative the data is for the legal reality
As it is not a typical quantifiable field, the legal field is understood on its premises first and
then from a statistical perspective. Findings that clearly contradicted the “agreed” and
established ECHR legal development have been disregarded. Findings that fall into the grey
area of legal development, are given some room.
In summary: Considerations were given to whether the statistical data was correct, whether
the data was statistically significant and whether type I or type II statistical errors was
avoided. This process resulted in approximately 90% of the statistical data pool being
disregarded. Of the remaining 10%, the majority was disregarded due to lack of precision and
usability. Consequently, the statistics in the paper are just the very tip of the iceberg,
37
38

Johansen(2016)p.387-388
Bård(2018)p.288, 302-304,
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hopefully avoiding the old adage that “Bad statistics are worse than no statistics” when
attempting to support and validate the judicial findings.

2.2. Legal method
The legal method applied does not require the same amount of explanation as the quantitative
part. The point of the legal method was to search for legal reasoning among the numerous
cases connected to the statistical data. From this legal reasoning, variables, outcomes and
their values were evaluated and legal arguments gathered.
After collecting the 36 relevant cases through the snowball method39, a legal reasoning by use
of a critical meta-analysis40 approach on the ECtHR cases was applied. The approach was
threefold:41 Firstly, the potential cases connected to the statistical data were identified and
included or excluded. Secondly, these cases’ arguments were evaluated, to understand where
they lean. Thirdly, the different legal arguments were then weighed against each other to
form a solid and reflected conclusion. The aim is to solidify, by reflective and inclusive
reasoning, a legal understanding that answers the research question. A potential flaw in this
approach is the risk of becoming single-minded in the understanding of the ECtHR cases. To
remedy or negate this, secondary literature was used to ensure multiple perspectives.
The legal nature of this paper will almost solely consist of de lege lata. Only a very minor
part at the conclusion will be dedicated to de lege ferenda.

39

See Method Section 2.1.1.1.
Tufte and Christoffersen(2016)page.99-112
41
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3. Descriptive explanation of the core qualities of secret surveillance
3.1. The idea of ECHR article 8
ECHR Article 1 emphasises that “The High Contracting Parties” are duty-holders. They
must “secure” the right-holding individuals “the rights and freedoms” of ECHR.
Understanding ECHR, one need to differentiate between two concepts:
Firstly, states have both positive and negative duties to rights-holders.42 Negative duties
imply that states abstain from actions or omissions that violate ECHR articles. Positive duties
demand active action from the states to ensure the rights of the individuals according to
ECHR articles.43 The right to a fair trial in article 6, among other things, demands that the
state abstains from harming domestics courts independence and actively strengthens their
independence.
The second concept is the ‘respect, protect and fulfil’ framework. States are obligated to
respect individuals’ rights by abstaining from actions and omissions that would violate those
rights.44 The obligation to protect requires states to prevent third parties, like other
individuals, from violating that individual’s human rights. Also, a state that allow its own
citizens to be tortured by a foreign state, risks violating this concept.45 Finally, some rights
require the state to take active measures that reinforce the individual’s human rights. A state
that actively creates laws and regulations that strengthens the privacy right of ECHR article 8,
can claim to fulfil the individual’s right to privacy.
In regard to ECHR article 8, “Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life,
his home and his correspondence”. ECtHR has practiced a broad interpretation, allowing a
multitude of privacy characteristics the protection of article 8.46 This thesis limits itself to
legal issues where states are accused of not respecting article 8 by interfering with an
individual’s privacy through secret surveillance. The right to privacy is the norm, while
interference by secret surveillance is the exception and the state’s ability to interfere is

42

Nickel(2007)p.7-52
Shutter(2014)p.279-294, Ruud and Ulfstein(2011)p.238-241, Schabas(2015)p.366-370, Cate , Fred, &
Dempsey,(2017)p. 356- 374
44
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45
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extensive, it is not limitless.47 While interference in the right to privacy constitutes a violation
of article 8, interference can be justified if “in accordance with the law”, “necessary in a
democratic society” and in the “interests of national security, public safety or the economic
well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health
or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”. As mentioned in the
introduction, legality or “in accordance with the law” related to NSO is the thesis concern.

3.2. Interests behind the law
There are two competing interests regarding secret surveillance in article 8.48 On the one side,
there is the individual’s right to privacy. On the other side, states need to ensure
security/public order through tools such as secret surveillance. ECtHR is the balancer of these
interests; their case outcomes reflect whose interest has the better legal arguments.49

Secret surveillance also brings its own concerns to the table; its intrusive and unbeknownst
character lends itself to potential abuse.50 Several kinds of abuse exist, the most dangerous
being undermining the rule of law. The need for this unbeknownst character is illustrated in
Roman Zakharov v. Russia (Roman) (2015).51 Here a massive surveillance system was
accused of practicing an overly vague NSO concept. On legality the ECtHR stated:52

However, the chances of abuse given from this means that:

47
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I.e., secret surveillance unbeknownst characteristic is allowed, but only to an extent given the
risk of abuse. Given these special concerns, more is required before the interference has
adequate legality compared to other types of ECHR article 8 interferences. Especially so
given the rapid technological development in the field.53 Some safeguards are the
aforementioned eight legality conditions, and the core principles of secret surveillance also
exist;54 secret surveillance must be a last resort and only used if the chances of success far
outweigh potential harm. Additionally, the individuals concerned should to some degree be
able to predict the scope and, on what grounds, governments can employ secret surveillance
on them.55 These considerations convey on paper a high legality standard for secret
surveillance into the individual’s life.56 This thesis refers to them as the core principles of
secret surveillance.

3.3. The margin of appreciation in cases of secret surveillance
Deciding how much ECtHR should be allowed to interfere with something as crucial as a
state’s surveillance program is a touchy topic. In Kruslin v. France (Kruslin) (1990) the
applicant argued that the evidence from secret surveillance leading to his sentencing was
inadmissible, since the surveillances had inadequate legality.57 The French authorities argued
that the “possibility of telephone tapping in relation to minor offences” was a matter of
“necessity in a democratic society”, not a legality issue. Consequently, claiming the wider
margin of appreciation found in the “necessity” condition. The ECtHR did not accept this
reasoning. The whole issue, even lower-grade matters, was a legality issue for the ECtHR to
evaluate.58
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The scope of the margin of appreciation is further elaborated in Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary
(Vissy) (2016). This time, a vague NSO was argued to violate the NSO legality requirement
leading to evidence collections with inadequate legality. In the balance between the state and
the individual, the state “authorities enjoy a certain margin of appreciation in choosing the
means for achieving the legitimate aim of protecting national security”.59 Nevertheless , the
risk of destroying democracy under the cloak of defending it by secret surveillance allows the
ECtHR quite extensive oversight. That evaluation allows the ECtHR to assess all;60

I.e., the ECtHR enjoys a rather sizable margin of appreciation.

3.4. The three elements of the “Scope of application of secret surveillance measures”
legality condition
The scope of the legality consideration, one of the eight legality conditions, can be split into
the aforementioned three sub-groups: (1.1) What offences give legality to secret surveillance?
(1.2) Who can be put under secret surveillance? (1.3) What types of surveillance can be
done? The thesis focus being NSO, ties to what are worthy of surveillance. The three
frequently overlap however, making a description necessary.

3.4.1. Who can be placed under secret surveillance?
The key is to find a balance between everyone and no one.61 R.E. v. The United Kingdom
(R.E.) (2015) concerned a police murder by a minor whose evidence of guilt was collected
from his client-lawyer communications while in prison. It presented a multitude of factors
that decide who can be targeted by secret surveillance;62
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I.e., the individual under reasonable suspicion, and potential third parties are prime
candidates. In clear contradiction to these factors, Vissy (2016) and Roman (2015), are
alarming examples. In Vissy (2016) the ECtHR noted that “under “section 7/E (3)
surveillance”, it is possible for virtually any person in Hungary to be subjected to secret
surveillance”.63 This paved the way for unlimited surveillance of an unlimited number of
citizens. Roman (2015) in this regard, was no better.64

3.4.2. What type of secret surveillance?
The more intrusive, the more is necessary from the legality requirement. Secret surveillance
by e.g. GPS triggers a lower range of legality requirements than phone tapping.65 In R.E.
(2015) the ECtHR did create a separation between interception-of-communication and other
surveillance types.66 Nevertheless, the ECtHR rebuffed the extent claimed by the UK
government. The ECtHR summarized that: “[ECtHR] has suggested that the decisive factor
will be the level of interference with an individual’s right to respect for his or her private life
and not the technical definition of that interference”.67 Namely the decisive issue is the
intrusiveness - not the formalities.68 This thesis will examine this more thoroughly in section
4.2.
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3.5. Summary
Secret surveillance of article 8 is dragged between two interests, security and privacy.
Interference into article 8 by secret surveillance on security concerns are allowed, but it
answers to several core principles. This thesis will only evaluate the NSO legality
requirement in issues where states are accused of not respecting article 8. Being a sensitive
and harmful topic, the ECtHR enjoys quite extensive margin of appreciations when deciding
such accusations. So, if precedence lacks on a situation of secret surveillance violating article
8, ECtHR will turn to the core principles of secret surveillance for legal guidance.

Summarizing the different sub-categories of scope of legality; the more extensive the
surveillance, the more defined the who, and by extension the offences, must be before the
claimed interference has adequate NSO legality. It is important, however, to remember that
even though this thesis focuses on offence legality, the what type and the who are not isolated
factors, but are interlocking.

3.6. The different offences permitting secret surveillance
Focusing on the offence topic, NSOs are picked for several reasons. In the following section
a differentiation between individual/targeted and mass/bulk surveillance cases is practiced.
Individual surveillance cases concern secret surveillance on a person suspected of an
offence.69 In mass surveillance cases, the applicant is usually not suspected of a crime;
nonetheless, he and many others risk secret surveillance.70 Statistically, it means that mass
surveillances cases include multiple offences per case, while individual surveillances cases
has one offence per case. This outcome difference can be overlooked; however, it skews the
statistical data and makes the judicial reasoning somewhat flawed - consequently there is a
need for overlapping areas. This is where NSOs comes in.

Both mass and individual secret surveillance cases can be grouped into the eight
aforementioned types of offences; theft, murder, insults, drug trafficking, national security,
financial dealings, corruption and child pornography.71 NSOs might overlap somewhat into
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other offences, but requiring a political motive ensures NSOs stands out. The statistical
frequency of the eight offence types are as following:72

These frequencies firstly show that the majority of the cases, 26 of 36, concern individual
surveillance, while the remaining 10 relates to mass surveillance. Secondly, the number of
offences per case also varies. Mass cases have on average almost five (49 offences covered
/10 cases = 4.9 offences per case) potential offences per case. The number for individual
cases is as predicated one (26 offences covered /26 cases = 1). Lastly, is the

72

Method Section:2.1.2.1.1
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centralisation/spread of the offences. From the individual case table, murder (11.5%), drug
trafficking (19.2%) and national security (42.3%) are the most used offences (totalling 73%)
for employing secret surveillance. The remaining 27% are spread among the four other
offences. Interestingly, on the mass cases, the offences invoking secret surveillance are more
spread out. Murder (12.2%), drug trafficking (16.3%) and national security (20.4%) account
for 50.9% of the offences used for implementing secret surveillance. The remaining 49.1%
are spread across the other five offences. This relate to mass surveillance covering more
offences per case than individual cases.
It can be used to show how the NSO legality requirement sticks out. Comparing “Offence
Types” with the “Legality” via crosstabs yields some results73. “Legality” is whether the
offence had “Adequate” or “Inadequate” legality to permit secret surveillance.

When “murder” in the individual cases has one adequate and two inadequate, it means that
2/3 had inadequate offence legality to implement secret surveillance, 1/3 did not. When all
other legality conditions were included, “Case outcome” shows that the applicant won the
most.

73

Method Section:2.1.2.2.1.
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Examining initially the individual surveillance cases, two things stands out: Firstly, the
applicant wins on their claim of inadequate legality for the offences with 53.9%. The offences
with the most inadequate legality are drug trafficking with 80% (4/5), murder 66.6% (2/3)
and, national security 45.46% (5/11).74 Financial dealings (0/2), corruption (0/1) and child
pornography (0/1) have 0% inadequate legality in their cases. This means that legality for
NSOs is adequate 54.54%75 of the time. Secondly, in the “Case outcome” category the
government wins only 15.4% of the time. Yet they win 46.1%76 of the times on the offence
legality question in general. Within this 46.1%, the NSO bracket has the largest dataset with
42.3%77 of all offences. Moreover, it also has the highest rate of adequate legality, making up
41.6%78 of all the governments’ offence legality wins. The NSO data is by far the most solid;
the other offences data is hampered by limited values, reducing the ability to generate usable
statistics.

Kept in mind that multiple offense is evaluated per case, table 11 gives the following: Firstly,
the same pattern emerges. The applicant this time around wins on their claim of inadequate
legality for the offences 75.5% of the time. The offences with the most successful inadequate
legality are theft (0/3), insult (0/3) and corruption (0/6) all with 100% inadequate legality.
NSOs regardless has the highest adequate legality win rate with 50%79, similar to individual
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cases. Secondly, the “Case outcome” highlights an 70% rate of inadequate legality, leaving
30% for the government to win. This time they only win 24.5% of the legality considerations.
Within this bracket however, NSOs is again the largest data set with 20.4%80, and with the
highest individual rate of adequate legality, yet again making up 41.6%81 of all the
governments offence legality wins.

The most important findings would be the drop in inadequate outcomes when faced with
NSOs, compared to other offences. Investigating if the NSOs has adequate legality creates an
overlap between individual and mass surveillance cases. Both types of surveillance are
legally evaluated by the same parametric resulting in the similar percentage outcomes. Cross
tapping the “Level” and the “Legality” variables reveals how the numbers between the two
harmonise:

In total, this shows that the government`s leeway for secret surveillance is greater in NSOs
for both mass- and individual cases when compared to other offences. Consequently,
allowing a higher adequate legality win rate for secret surveillance in relation to ECHR
article 8, than elsewhere. This realisation is why the thesis only focuses on NSOs and skip the
individual-mass split.

Why NSO is so often an offence that allows secret surveillance on both mass- and individual
scale can be discussed by judicial reasoning from the four inputs.
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4. Discussing how the legality for NSOs are shaped to regulate secret surveillance
So far, the data shows that NSOs are the most successful way for situations to acquire
adequate legality for secret surveillance of individuals without violating article 8. Why this
happens comes down to the four recurring legal inputs that shape what NSO situations can
acquire adequate legality:
(1) Legality for secret surveillance as shaped by what offences are NSOs
(2) Level of intrusiveness.
(3) Remedy possibilities when inadequate legality exists.
(4) The discrepancy between technology development and NSOs legality
development.

Each input has its own issues, aspects and development that either limits or expands the scope
for when secret surveillance of individuals are legally adequate.

4.1. (1) Legality for secret surveillance as shaped by what offences are NSOs
This offence input, shaping the legality requirement for NSO, consists of two aspects: The
NSO definition, and the need for exhaustive listings. In the past 15 years, the offence input
has influenced the NSO legality requirement in such a way that more situations allow secret
surveillance.82 To answer why this is, the two aspects emerge.

Since the NSO definition aspect has expanded, the question why ensues. The states interest in
security and the core principles protection of privacy remain crucial in shaping what offences
are defined as NSO. There is a myriad of possible offences that fall under national security,
but ECtHR have established a lower limit; it disregards ordinary and serious crime offences
and maintains that only a few offences fit the category of NSO.83 Accordingly, only offences
of strict political nature and exceptional seriousness can be NSOs.
“Correct” political nature are criminal activities that seeks to reform, overthrow and/or
undermine by force or subterfuge the existing political system in order to reshape it. Some
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examples are treason, sedition, armed insurrection, terror and espionage.84 Considering the
seriousness of the offence, actus reus (conduct, consequences, and circumstances) and mens
rea (intention) come into effect. Factors relevant to determine the seriousness of an offence
can be: The premeditation, negligent or the impulsiveness of an action, if the offence has
materialized, the scale, and the identity of the victims (civilian, essential personnel etc.).85 An
NSO would include a high degree of these factors, e.g: a planned attack against large or
critical victim pools with intent for political gain.

Examining how this now has changed the NSO definitions in an expansive way, one can look
to ECtHR case law. Here what is “political nature and seriousness” is constantly challenged.
In Vissy (2016), the Hungarian government had passed legislation allowing secret
surveillance for:86

Considering that “tracking and repelling of terrorist acts” may include almost all manner of
offences, it was neither political nor serious enough.87 It was by all accounts a too wide NSO
definition. On the contrary, in Centrum För Rättvisa V. Sweden (Centrum) (2018) the
applicant lost on his claim that the secret surveillance system in place was abusing a vague
NSO. Questioning the severity of the types of NSOs, the ECtHR remarked:88
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The Signals Intelligence Act and its preparatory work had worded a political and serious
enough offence to prevent abuse and respect the core principles of secret surveillance in the
eyes of ECtHR.89 Compering Centrum (2018) to Vissy (2016) clearly shows the latter’s overambiguous NSO definition. However, comparing Centrum (2018) to older cases90 shows how
both actus reus and mens rea has been challenged into creating a more diffused NSO
definition. The definitional core is the same, but the periphery of potential NSOs in Centrum
(2018) is probably beyond what would be accepted in the older cases. This explains the
definitional expansion, allowing more situations than before to acquire the NSO definition,
without violating the legality requirement. Why this happens is linked to how the actus reus
and means rea of the offences are seeping more and more into the virtual world.

This becomes more apparent when discussing the second aspect; the need for exhaustive
NSO listings. This aspect investigates why the need for exhaustive NSO listings has become
outdated.

Exhaustive listing purports a list of all NSOs that warrant secret surveillance, other offences
cannot be read into this list. E.g: If an act of treason is in the making and treason is not
mentioned in the exhaustive list, secret surveillance is theoretically impossible. Given that
threats to national security fluctuate, a legal flexibility is required, thus making the
requirement for exhaustive lists somewhat obsolete.91 In Christie v. UK (Christie) (1994), a
trade union leader suspected he was under secret surveillance as part of a mass surveillance
program ruled by the Government Communications Headquarters. The applicant claimed the
secret surveillance was subject to overtly broad definitions that needed to be listed. The
ECtHR delivered an interestingly worded decision:92
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So already with Christie in 1994, the need for a flexible NSO definitions started outweighing
the need for an exhaustive listing approach. At first it seems to oppose Kruslin (1990) and its
apparent preference to exhaustive lists.93 One explanation could be the case differences. On
one hand, Kruslin (1990) never involved NSOs, making Christie (1994) the first modern
NSO case. On the other hand, Christie (1994) still needs to be connected to the precedent,
and the passage above illustrated a wide gap between the cases. NSOs are different than other
offences, but it should not differ beyond a point of convergence. The differences are
presumably mitigated when ECtHR bridges the gap through the Association for European
Integration And Human Rights And Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria (Ekimdzhiev) (2007) and the
Iordachi v. Moldova (Iordachi) (2009) case.94 Both cases handled claims of mass
surveillances systems that likely had led to abusive use of surveillance against individuals. In
both cases ECtHR requested exhaustive lists for serious offences, but lacked the same
requests on NSOs.95 The ECtHR logic seemed to be that there is little need for exhaustive
listings since NSOs needs greater flexibility, now more than before. This view is reaffirmed
in Kennedy v. The United Kingdom (Kennedy) (2010) where the applicant claimed secret
surveillance on him, after his prison release, rested on inadequate legality. While this was
primarily a case about murder offences, it has several obiter dictums on NSOs:96

So Ekimdzhiev (2007), Iordachi (2009) and Kennedy (2010), illustrate that exhaustive lists of
offences can be required for serious offences, but not for NSOs, given their inherent need for
flexibility. Consequently, bridging the perceived gap between Christi (1994) and Kruslin
(1990). What lies behind this redundancy for exhaustive NSO listings might again originate
from how the actus reus and mens rea of NSOs are moving more into the virtual world. This
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complex and clouded world with its huge damage potential might incur flexible approaches
to both the political nature and the seriousness of NSO.97 This places a stronger emphasis on
the states need for safety, than the individuals need for privacy in article 8.

In total for the offence input: Its definition is determined by actus reus and mens rea, where a
sufficient political nature and seriousness is required. Comparingly, the newer NSO
definitions appear more flexible than their predecessors. The development of the offence
input has moved away from the fears of a vague offence definition seen in the older cases of
Klass and others v. Germany (Klass) (1978) (concerning the acceptance and legality of mass
surveillance.), Malone v. UK(Malone) (1984) (concerning secret surveillance evidence
admitted into the court), and Kruslin (1990). The modern cases are similarly more reluctant to
be equally worded and reasoned. Regardless, lacking proper NSO definitions would lead to
inadequate legality and a violation of the core principles of secret surveillance meant to
protect the privacy in article 8. However, there is no need for exhaustive listings of all NSOs,
given that the term needs greater flexibility to function.

The greater need for flexibility, permitting wider NSO definitions and preventing exhaustive
NSO listings, probably stems from how NSOs in practice has moved into the more complex
virtual world.98 These two aspects has infused the offence input with more leniency.
Consequently, allowing the offence input to shape the NSO legality requirement in a way that
allows more situations of secret surveillance than before.
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4.2.(2) Level of intrusiveness
The intrusive inputs ability to shape the NSO legality requirement rests on one core aspect:
Deciding what is intrusive. This decision is broken into four factors: (A) When data was
acquired, (B) The type of data, (C) Where it was collected and (D) How it was acquired. The
“Who it was acquired from” falls outside of the thesis` scope.99 Some of these factors
overlap, and/or stray into different legality conditions, but their transferable legal value
remain strong pertaining to the question. The interconnection between the offence input and
the intrusive input are: The more political and serious the offence, the more secret
surveillance is allowed. A mismatch would quickly lead to inadequate legality. Like the
offence input, what is thought to be intrusive has also changed, allowing for more
surveillance now than before. Why this has happened comes down to changes in the four (AD) factors.

(A) Data can either be acquired before, during, or after the offence. In Roman (2015) the
ECtHR faced an overwhelmingly vague timescale; namely “following the receipt of
information about events or activities”100 secret surveillance could be initiated.101 What and
when these “receipt[s]” of information were procured was entirely up to the government’s
discretion. It produced an uncertain timeframe for when individuals could be observed. If the
government wanted to collect surveillance data before any reasonable suspicion, or not as a
last resort, they were free to do so. ECtHR was not approving, surveillance needs a strict
distinction between “before, during and after”, or it risks becoming too intrusive and not
remotely reflective of the core principles of secret surveillance. This is reaffirmed in Centrum
(2018).102 Concerning the time frame after offences have occurred, R.E. (2018) posed an
interesting claim: The potential NSO must be real and/or immediate to request secret
surveillance.103 Expanding this argument, if the imminence of the NSO has subsided, the real
and immediate threat has ceased and the need for secret surveillance is reduced. For rather
obvious judicial reasons the argument was denied much space. Nevertheless, it is interesting
to consider the idea that the need to prevent harm is more in need of secret surveillance, than
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secret surveillance is needed to remedy the harm. The sum of (A) is that: the bigger the
timeframe for when the data can be collected, the greater the intrusiveness. Yet, it does not
show a development that would correlate to a lessening on what is considered intrusive. One
could argue that the Big Brother (2018) case had more relaxed timeframes than Centrum
(2018), setting up a competing practice104. However, this is not clear.

(B) The types of data have objectively different values, e.g. the persons location is less
private than his lawyer-client conversation.105 In the context of secret surveillance, the
ECtHR seems aligned to the general values designated to the different types of privacy,
though there are special concerns regarding secret surveillance.106 Checking some of the
types of data, one can first look to Uzun (2010) where the police installed GPS trackers on a
suspected terrorist’s car to track his whereabouts. The terrorist accused applicant proclaimed
that his whereabouts was data of significant objective and subjective importance, thus making
any interference highly intrusive.107 The ECtHR did not agree;108 “[GPS] must be considered
to interfere less with the private life of the person concerned than the interception of his or
her telephone conversations”. I.e. conversations had a more personal value than physical
location, therefore the strictest109 “…protection against arbitrary interference with Article 8
rights…” was not needed. This strictness requirement is seemingly reserved for private
correspondence, due to the subjective and objective personal value.110 Second, of interest is
lawyer-client communications, possibly the most private data there is, enjoying a close to
total degree of legal protection.111 Given the recent NSO developments, such protection
however seems reduced.112 While the applicant was in detention in R.E. (2015) his lawyerclient communication was captured. The applicant argued that the severe intrusiveness of this
secret surveillance should require a stricter legality of NSOs than existed in the UK. ECtHR
retorted113 “…that the surveillance of a legal consultation constitutes an extremely high
degree of intrusion into a person’s right to respect for his or her private life”. This private
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data required “strengthened protection” compared to other forms of correspondence. I.e.,
while the possibility for secret surveillance on client-lawyer communications exists, it’s rare.
It’s questionable if this would be accepted in older precedence’s114. Lastly, and where the real
development in intrusiveness happens, virtual data. Most of present-day data exists on this
domain. Both Roman (2015) and Big Brother (2018) show the enormity, accessibility and
usableness of this data. Currently it’s unclear how far virtual data corresponds to traditional
types of data; the privacy characteristics of the virtual data is most likely the deciding factor
here. However, the lack of a coherent precedence on the matter leave a vacuum. In this
vacuum, Roman (2015)115, Vissy (2016) and Big Brother (2018) practiced an intense and
intrusive surveillance. This will be handled more in section 4.4.
(C) In theory, the more personal place the data was collected from, the more intrusive it is.116
In surveillance context, the collection happens through private homes, phones, inside prison,
the web etc. In Amann v. Switzerland (Amann) (2000) the applicant claimed that the phone
tapping lacked all credentials of legality. Regarding phone privacy, the ECtHR held117
“…tapping and other forms of interception of telephone conversations constitute a serious
interference with private life”. Consequently, the interpretation confirms that private
telephones, regardless of what conversations pass through them, are highly protected in a
secret surveillance context. The same intrusiveness safeguards also applies to private homes,
as illustrated in Bykov v. Russia (Bykov) (2009), on mail seen in Malone (1984) and certain
web activities highlighted in Big Brother (2018).118 Individuals in detention or prison
however enjoy a lesser protection of privacy, as seen in R.E. (2015)119. Again, the
development lacks clear precedence on virtual data, leaving protective gaps in virtual services
like mail, chats, web history, etc. Some clearly deserving similar protection as phones, yet the
cases indicate otherwise.120 Benedik v. Slovenia (2018), concerning the acquisition of the IP
address of a child pornography creator, is among the few cases where a virtual service was
equalled to phones in protection.121
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(D) How the data was acquired concerns itself with the different methods used to access
different data types. The more intrusive the access method, the stricter the legality.122 Some
traditional methods are: tapping, installation of audio, location and visual capturing devices,
observation, covert operations, and ransacking homes.123 Some newer methods are hijacking
web cables and hacking. Beside the evident characteristics, where for example ransacking is
more obtrusive than passive observation, the duration, and the type and scale of the data
collected also differentiates the methods. In Malone (1984) ECtHR formulated the first
standard;124 Tapping into electronic communications was an immensely intrusive method of
accessing any kind of data. It could capture massive amounts of very personal information
over a long period, from both suspects and third parties. Subsequently, following cases often
measure their access method to tapping; E.g. setting up traps to gain home entry as done in
Bykov (2009), was remarkably intrusive and disproportionate to the particular offence.125 The
same pattern of reasoning was observed in Khan v. UK (Khan) (2000) and Uzun (2010),
where installation of audio and location devices respectively was measured against tapping.
The former being equal to, and the latter not equal to, tapping.126 Again, virtual data is in a
distinct position. Accessing virtual data happens by both virtual and physical means, but the
different accessing methods127 has yet to be firmly categorised like the older methods have
been. Again, producing a gap where secret surveillance has more leeway before becoming
too intrusive. This protection gap has equally been exploited by numerous cases tapping into
the virtual life by methods that are comparable to the most intrusive traditional methods.

In summary, the offence input must be reflected in the intrusiveness input; the more intrusive
the more legality is required. Police killings like that of R.E. (2015) are an NSO allowing
investigation by secret surveillance, but applying secret surveillance on a minor’s clientlawyer correspondence is not always reflective of the offence. In recent years, the increasing
vagueness as to what is considered a relevant offence has combined with a weakening of
what is considered intrusive surveillance.
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Why a wider intrusiveness is made acceptable by the (A-D) changes seems again to originate
from a technological development. As more of the private data exist in the virtual world, it
has not released the same privacy protection like the “physical world”. This lack of reaction
has instilled the intrusiveness input with negligence. A negligence permitting the
intrusiveness input to shape the NSO legality requirement into accepting additional situations
of secret surveillance.

4.3.(3) Remedy possibilities when inadequate legality exists and persists.
The remedy input ability can shape the legality requirement for NSO in either adequate or
inadequate direction depends on two aspects: Remedying NSO legality faults by other
legality conditions, and abuse records ability to contribute to the NSO legality. While
developments in section 4.1-4.2 was influenced by technological development, that is less the
case here. Regardless, why the remedy input in recent cases has been elevated into a legal
reality, comes down to the two aspects.

The first aspect is initially; what are the ability to remedy legality faults, and why it has
developed. If inadequate NSO legality exists due to the offence and/or intrusive input, the
other seven legality conditions128 can come to the rescue. This reality seems to first appear in
Kennedy (2010). There the UK government claimed, and the ECtHR agreed, that if the NSOs
are inadequate on its own premises, it can be levelled out if the overall legality is good129.
However, ECtHR struck down the additional claim that alternative conditions for secret
surveillance were a viable approach.130 Not all legality conditions can remedy an inadequate
NSO legality, only some can. What this “some” are, is better illustrated in Big Brother
(2018). On the topic of NSOs, the ECtHR agreed that the offences may be:131
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However, the offence input was dangerously close to inadequate legality. The ECtHR
conducts a remedy operation by evaluating the authorisation, supervision and procedure
conditions’ ability to sort out the vagueness. The reason as to why the ECtHR appointed these
conditions appears to be their proximity to the NSO question.132 The other legality conditions
can have value, but less so given their more distant connection.

It seems to come about due to practical reasons; the legality conditions are overlapping and
have mutual effects on each other. Cutting this link renders the legality debate too rigid to
create any predictability. To allow alternative conditions would on the other hand swing too
far in the opposite direction. It would severely shift legal powers into the hands of the state.

Next, one can question what restrictions on remedying exist. One can separate between two
restrictions on the interconnection between the legality conditions. The Kennedy (2010) case
highlighted one restriction; allowing for alternative conditions, invites in too much. Another
restriction is too large deviation between the present legality and needed NSO legality. Such
gaps cannot be bridged by remedying. It is visible in Liberty v. The United Kingdom (Liberty)
(2008). Here the ECtHR was faced with claims that the present mass surveillance system in
the UK, rested on doubtful NSOs legality among other things. Remedying was claimed, but
failed since the deviation was too great to even attempt remedying it by sound procedure or
other legality conditions. One factor behind this restriction might be that other legality
conditions were too weak to even attempt the process. When comparing Liberty (2008) to
Ekimdzhiev (2007) similar patterns appear.133 In Ekimdzhiev (2007) the ECtHR rejected a
vague and potentially abusable surveillance system in Bulgaria.134 The NSO in question was
by all accounts improper.135 When the authorisation, supervision and procedure legality
conditions were equally unusable it was not surprising that no remedy occurred. Comparing
Liberty (2008) to Ekimdzhiev (2007), Liberty (2008) looks better both on NSO legality and
the other legality conditions. Yet the ECtHR refrained from remedying, indicating a rather
strict approach to remedy overall.
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Lastly, it can be asked why the remedying, regardless of the restrictions, are not kept at an
absolute minimum. On one side, permitting only the most minuscule NSO legality faults to
be remedied by other legality conditions reduce the risk of NSO surveillance being subjected
to arbitrariness and overzealousness.136 One the other hand practical reasons indicate
otherwise. Firstly, the legality conditions are overlapping extensions of each other. Wishing
to understand how the offence and intrusive inputs are incorporated into NSOs means looking
into the procedure, authorisation, supervision etc.137 Secondly, an absolute minimum
interconnection would remove the flexibility needed for the secret surveillance framework to
be operational.138 Thirdly, excessively strict separation could violate the idea that an
exhaustive list of NSOs is not required. Most likely an absolute minimum interconnection is
neither wanted nor achievable. Instead, a cautions minimum of interconnection seems the
most reasonable approach.

To conclude on the first aspect; other legality condition like authorisation, supervision and
procedures, can remedy inadequate legality in the NSO. There are however restrictions to
this. Alternative conditions are discouraged, and a cautious approach is encouraged, but not
overly-cautious as to only accept an absolute minimum of interconnection. This has most
likely developed duo to growing acceptance of the practical interconnection of the legality
conditions.

The second aspect investigates how abuse records can contribute to the NSO legality. Abuse
records can be both records of actual abuse or records of no abuse.

Beside the many legality shortcomings in Ekimdzhiev (2007), the ECtHR had the record of
the system available.139 The record showed that140 “10,000 warrants were issued over a
period of some twenty-four months” of these, only “269 had subsequently been used in
criminal proceedings.”. This stood in stark contrast to Malone (1984) where only 400 phone
and 100 postal warrants for secret surveillance had occurred over a 10-year period in a
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population many times larger than in Bulgaria.141 In the similar Iordachi (2009), a staggering
99.24% approval rate for secret surveillance requests demonstrated a system rife with abuse
due to inadequate legality checks on NSOs.142 Not surprisingly, the ECtHR applied these
facts as evidence for its own evaluation of the legality of the mass surveillance systems.

Records of abuse can contribute, and records of no abuse might to, in both Kennedy (2010)
and R.E. (2015) the UK government claimed as much. In Kennedy (2010) the ECtHR
presented a legal value on records of no abuse, stating that in the present case:143

It is supported in the later R.E (2015), there was no history of abuse and144 “only one
intrusive surveillance order had been granted up till then in the three years since the 2010
Order”. There was legal value, and both cases consequently affirmed that records of no abuse
also can shape the NSO legality.

Why both negative and positive records of abuse can contribute stems from both reflecting
the history and status of secret surveillance in their own ways. The recurrences numbers of
abuse like in Iordachi (2009) indicate a practice that does not reflect the NSO definitions, nor
its intrusiveness, while the recurrences numbers in R.E (2015) does. To act upon these
statuses helps ensure a more correct picture of the actual NSO legality present.

Further, the second aspect raise the question on the extent which positive or negative records
can shape the legality of NSOs. In both Ekimdzhiev (2007) and Iordachi (2009), the ECtHR
found records of abuse being a contributing factor to inadequate NSO legality. If the records
were detrimental, is harder to evaluate. On one side, both cases had numerous NSO faults,
other legality faults and would probably be rejected regardless of any abuse record.
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Hypothetically, if other legality faults were absent, and the legality requirement for NSOs
was at a tipping point; could abuse records push the case into inadequate legality? The
answer would likely be yes, on certain conditions; that the abuse is real and the quality of the
abuse indicates a trend, i.e. more than a one-time event. Partial support for this can be found
in Dudchenko v.Russia (Dudchenko) (2017). The applicant was a notorious and violent gang
leader placed under secret surveillance, who claimed the evidence against him was secured
via inadequate legality.145 The ECtHR found Russian legislation adequate in prescribing
secret surveillance in this case. Yet a stream of previous similar claims indicated a trend of
lenient approaches to what, who, when and how secret surveillance was conducted.146 In
Dudchenko (2017), the trend was surely detrimental to the final outcome of inadequate
legality. It seems that a history of abuse of a certain degree and quantity can have a
detrimental impact, expressly so if the legality for NSOs already hangs in the balance.
Turning, the extent of how records of no abuse can shape legality can be questioned. Where
the Kennedy (2010) precedent seemed rather accepting, the later R.E. (2015) evidently
reversed the precedent or at least attempted to reduce it.147 One reason to show more caution
is that the determining factor should be the risk of abuse, not the history of abuse. Regardless
of whether abuse has occurred, a system can have a high risk of abuse. A situation could
appear that materializes the risk, be it overzealousness, desperation, urgency or political gain.
The important point is the systems present resilience to these external and internal potentials
for abuse, not its historical resilience. History of no abuse have some value in cases as
Kennedy (2010), but should have less so in R.E. (2015) where the offence and intrusiveness
inputs require more NSO legality. In total, it appears that a history of no abuse can shape the
NSO legality question, but less so than a historical record of abuse. This is somewhat
reaffirmed in Big Brother (2018):148
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To conclude on the second aspect: an institutional record of abuse, or no abuse, affect the
legality of NSOs. However, the risk of abuse should invoke caution when trying to remedy
inadequate legality for NSOs with records of no abuse. This applies all the more if the
surveillance is beyond normal intrusiveness as seen in R.E. (2015). In contrast, records of
abuse play a bigger part in shaping the legality outcome, and might incur a detrimental value
if the records are extensively bad.

To summarize: The two remedy input aspects drag in opposite directions. Remedy by legality
conditions has developed in a way that incurs more situations of secret surveillance, while
remedy by abuse records have done the opposite. Of the two, the former seems to have the
most sizable and significant development.
Why “remedy by legality conditions” has developed this way stems from the practical
concerns of keeping a moderate interconnection between the conditions. The consequences
are that the “remedy by legality conditions” aspects ingrain a more relaxed attitude in the
remedy input. This shapes the legality requirement into including yet more situations of
secret surveillance.
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4.4. (4) The relation between technology development and legality development of NSOs
The difference between technological development and the legality development of NSOs
meant to keep up is called the discrepancy input. The link between the two was addressed in
Valenzuela Contreras V. Spain (Valenzuela) (1998), where secret surveillance against a
suspect proved to be both useless and a legality overreach. The ECtHR stated:149 “It is
essential to have clear, detailed rules on the subject [of secret surveillance], especially as the
technology available for use is constantly becoming more sophisticated”. As section 4.1-4.2
has shown, the discrepancy input has affected both the offence- and the intrusiveness input
towards a more lenient characteristic. This has influenced the legality requirement by easing
it up, permitting more situations of secret surveillance than before. The discrepancy input has
effects beyond these two. It appears that the NSO legality requirement cannot regulate the
capabilities of the modern secret surveillance without undermining the core principles of
secret surveillance. Three aspects arise when answering how this happened: (1) What are the
parameters of technological development? (2) How sizable are the discrepancy input? (3)
How are this discrepancy created and with what consequences?

The first aspect concerns itself with the parameters of the technological development that
shape NSO legality for secret surveillance.

Four parameters of technological developments in the secret surveillance context are
relevant: (A) Data available, (B) How to access the data, (C) How to process the data, and
(D) How to use the data.150 There is no mistaking that the technological development has
been immense. Comparing Malone (1984)s151 then cutting-edge phone tapping with the mass
accessing of virtual data in the landmark case of Big Brother (2018)152, shows just how far
these parameters has moved in 34 years.
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(A) Data available is what data individuals generate. Not only do individuals generate more
data than 30 years ago, they also generate new types of data as the virtual life grows.153 Social
media, IP-addresses and web history are just some of these new sources.
(B) The accessing of these types of data by new technical methods. From roughly 1984-2005
data was mostly accessed via physical and some electronic methods. Nowadays, these
methods are supplemented by IT-related methods such as hacking
(C) Processing data focuses on how to disregard irrelevant data. A task usually allocated to
individuals or rudimentary data software is now in the hand of machines with processing
power hundreds of times more powerful.154
(D) Lastly, the usability of the information is numerically enriched. The development of AI
technologies, that can cross-reference these massive amounts of data by use of astonishing
processing power are revealing correlations, complex information codes and trends beyond
human abilities.155

These parameters affirm their importance by always being in the interloop of technological
and corresponding legality developments. There are certainly other parameters; nevertheless,
these four encapsulate the core factors. An NSO legality requirement wanting to keep up with
this would struggle hugely, especially in a field like ECHR where the law is case based and
moves quite slow.

Seeking to understand the second aspect, - how sizable the discrepancy between the
technological development and the NSO legality requirements is – comparisons are needed.

The thesis will first compare the NSO legality requirement, as shaped by the offence,
intrusiveness and remedy input, to the technological development parameters of 2012-2013.
These parameters status is highlighted in Big Brother (2018). Next, the thesis will compare
the same NSO legality requirement to the more present (2018-2020) status of the parameters.
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In Big Brother (2018) the surveillance system was one, if not the, most technologically
advanced in generating, accessing, processing and using data.156 (A) It captured enormous
amounts of web-based data originating or transiting into the UK. (B) It was done through
advanced software and hijacking of subsea cables and web providers. This meant that the
extent of accessed and processed data pre 2013 was “21 petabytes a day”.157 (C) From the
total capture of external communication, the data processing existed of four levels;158 the first
level captured data from individuals believed to be of interest to intelligence agencies. The
second level filtered data by either sender/receiver or media selectors (e-mail, telephone
number, websites etc.). The third level indexed the data. The last processing level was left to
human intervention, where a warrant was needed before the data advanced to the usability
stage. (D) Details are sparse on the usability stage, but it was reported that it:159

That the NSO legality requirement is unequipped to match these parameters is one thing, but
how to even equip it to match the development is a whole other level. In the same case, the
applicant tried arguing for equipping the legality requirement with more objective evidence.
Objective evidence deciding the course of secret surveillance only seemed to play a part at
the usage stage, when it should also play a part in both the accessing and processing stage. 160
Changing this would:161

The ECtHR anyway dismissed this, highlighting instead how:162
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According to this reasoning, requiring objective evidence contradicts the idea of mass
surveillance as untargeted secret surveillance. On the one hand, the ECtHR is theoretically
correct; targeted surveillance is more intrusive. On the other hand, the proportions,
accessibility, processing capability and usability of this mass surveillance should place the
system into a new category, beyond targeted and mass surveillance - or at least on a new
scale of mass surveillance.163 Given the parameters, one cannot respond by claiming this
system is similar or equal to previous mass surveillance cases such as Vissy (2016). Despite
this, the systems revealed in Christi (1994), Liberty (2008), Roman (2015) or Vissy (2016) all
reflected their technological time period, without the ECtHR ramping up the requirements
significantly.164

Why it is done is reasonable, but it can be parried by showing how the parameters of
technological development have reached a point of critical mass.165 All other cases involved
inferior technology, the AIs, the databases, web-to-life intermingling, Big Data and
processing powers simply did not exist then. This scale of mass surveillance involves a
plethora of different data types, in alarming amounts, on a large number of people, to be used
for ambiguous aims (one being the fight against NSOs). And it all happens in a short time
frame and with extreme precision.166 This is more the case given the huge potential for
intrusiveness mentioned in section 4.2: It is larger, faster, more intense, more enduring and
includes more individuals indiscriminately than previous systems.167 These arguments can be
dented since the reality of abuse, not the risk of abuse, should hold the superior position for
implementing greater legality requirements. However, given the previous discussion of the
value of sound records and risks above, it loses much value. Additionally, claiming that no
abuse has taken place is rather dubious, as the secrecy of the system prevents anyone from
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knowing of potential abuses. This is to say nothing of the systems autonomy, where previous
major legal decisions are delegated to AIs. This pro-active degree of secret surveillance
appears to contradict the idea of secret surveillance being the last resort.

This should indicate a critical discrepancy between the technology development and the NSO
legality. Even if ECtHR would agree that a discrepancy existed, they seem reluctant to bridge
it by equipping the NSO legality requirement with new practices that would strengthen it.
This refusal fuels a growing discrepancy.

Given the refusal to include new practises, there exist several safeguards that reduces the
chances of this discrepancy growing to a size where secret surveillance is prone to abuse.
After all, the NSO is but one of many offences making up the offence legality requirement.168
Besides, one can never fully rule out the possibility of abuse, be it overzealous usage,
desperation or harmful intention.169 The aim remains to reduce it to an extreme rarity. In
contradiction, one could point to the importance of NSOs highlighted in section 3.6, and how
it often leads to disproportional and exponential damage potentials, especially given the
technological capabilities of the surveillance systems. 170 Here the power and potential for
personal, economical and/or political abuse far outweigh any previous potential
consequences.171 The abuse need not be a single occurrence either. An imperceptible slippery
slope could be enough to cause massive harm.

When the ECtHR ultimately sides with the applicant in Big Brother (2018), it is at best a
pyrrhic victory.172 In addition to shutting down any pretence of objective conditions, the
ECtHR has along the way awarded substantial approval to a multitude of applications in the
system, not just its NSO legality. Resultingly solidifying the growing discrepancy.

It is quite fair to say a discrepancy input between the legality requirement and the
technological development of 2012-13 exists. The systems capabilities are on a whole new
scale, bypassing the traditional mass surveillance concept and the distinction between mass-
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and individual surveillance. The status of the parameters has completely side-lined anything
previously seen in ECtHR.173 Sadly, this discrepancy grows substantially when the presentday parameters are compared to the still unchanged NSO legality requirement.174
(A) Firstly, the data now generated175 and made available is approximately 14 times the size
of the 2013 level, creating a massive pool of potential data to be accessed, processed and
used:176

(B) Secondly, the programs used to access data far out-power the older versions. It is rather
hard to measure given the considerable secrecy of the program; however, one indication is
the type of software available in Dark Web black market. Visiting the Dark Web shows a
high number of stolen tools available.177 The clearest example is the “Equation Group Cyber
Weapons Auction” where stolen NSA high-end hacking software was sold off,178 one
software later became the source of the notorious 2017 WannaCry ransom ware attack.179
These programs were some of the most advanced accessibility tools available to the US and
UK in 2017-2018. Comparing these access programs to the 2013 examples indicates the
extent of development. And this development does not include the potential of physical
access tools.
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(C) Thirdly, in considering processing power, Moore’s Law is a good reference. Moore’s law
is the statistically proven model that predicts that processing power for computers doubles
about every two years.180 It reveals a stunning development along its Y-axis, indicating an
exponential growth in the transistor count, indicated in various top-notch microprocessors
every second year (From Intel 4004 (2300 transistors) in 1971 to GC2 IPU (23.6 billion)
transistors in 2018).181 The top-notch commercial available transistors counts increased in
power from around 5 billion- (2012) to 23,6 billion (2018):

(D) Lastly, the usability of this data is not only greater given the size, accessibility and
processing power, but the technology itself has progressed in leaps and bounds thanks to
emerging AI. Data mining refers to the method of allowing AIs with machine learning
capabilities to scan databases with the aim of analysing the raw data and converting it into
something usable.182 “Usable” would be the discovery of patterns such as “normality”,
180
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clusters, anomalies, dependencies, correlation and cause. The scale and precision of these far
outpaces anything just 5-6 years previously.183

Ultimately, one is left acknowledging a sizable discrepancy between legality requirements
and technological development in 2012-13 as illustrated by Big Brother (2018). Looking at
the A-D factors post-Big Brother, and knowing that little legality development in the same
timeframe has happen, really reveals a discrepancy input of fear inducing size. This
discrepancy inputs size cast wider effects than just the ones addressed in section 4.1-4.2.

Turning to the final aspect; how this discrepancy happened and its consequences needs to be
decided.
Firstly, the ECtHR seems to be stuck in a pre-Big Data age mentality.184 The ECtHR’s
analysis does not seem to take into consideration the essence and scale that these surveillance
systems currently have and that they will continue to outgrow the legality requirement and
the individual-mass surveillance separation. Either the ECtHR does not understand the full
potential and the present critical mass of the systems or they have a misplaced belief in the
legality requirement. A potential secondary reason might be a greater emphasis on fighting
increasingly advanced, flexible and unknown threats emerging over the web.185 Given the
multiple occurrences of terror attacks in 2012-2018, this prevention reasoning would be
understandable.186 Lastly, it could be argued that the ECtHR has always been on the slow
side in imposing legality requirements reflective of the technological development, either due
to their own cautious approach or the lack of relevant cases finding their way to ECtHR.
The first immediate consequence is the greater leeway for such systems to operate.187 A
growing normalization of this is made even more adverse by the few ramifications arising
from Big Brother (2018).188 The applications of the mass secret surveillance systems were
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never tuned down, instead it was reshaped and scaled up.189 This happened without ever
changing the practical effects of the system. It sets a dangerous precedent for both secret
surveillance systems in pristine conditions and those not well-run; shortcomings may be
mitigated without making any practical changes.

Further, the current discrepancy status comes at a high expense for the core principles of
secret surveillance. One can question if such all-inclusive secret surveillance is really in line
with secret surveillance as the last resort. Moreover, one could question if there is any
minimum degree of predictability left for the individuals. Some clearer objective
requirements on the offence, the what and the who would have lessened the expense.

Additionally, the aforementioned possibility for abuse and potential harm should cause more
alarm.190 The greater leniency offers more autonomy for states - with both good and bad
intentions - to abuse the surveillance capability. The surveillance systems have massive
powers to prevent offences, but it involves a significant risk of abuse. It is a powerful and
tempting tool for routing opposition, inflicting complacency and submissiveness by fear,
hence empowering the abuser. It would pose a grave risk to the rule of law, and the
democracy meant to be protected by the secret surveillance systems. Such democratic
deconstruction has, as mentioned, been seen in numerous cases191. While Weber v. Germany
(2006) (where the legality of mass surveillance was challenged) and Centrum (2018) showed
how to prevent such deconstruction, Big Brother (2018) sadly seems to empower the
deconstructing ability.192 In any case, most secret surveillance systems, Big Brother (2018)
included, are far from unrestrained. Still ample NSO- and other legality requirements in
addition to the core principles of secret surveillance, do regulate the systems. Thus, it could
be argued that the deviation at present is neither significant nor unmanageable enough to
bring about unrestrained secret surveillance systems that are incapable of being reined in.
Still, the path towards more unrestrained surveillance are there, but many crossroads lays
ahead that could take us in better directions.
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To summarize, a discrepancy between technological development and the NSO legality
requirements exist, as seen in section 4.1-4.2. As secret surveillance is a technological
dependent legal field, the discrepancy effects, however, goes beyond just 4.1-4.2. The first
and second aspect showed how this happened: The A-D parameters of technological
development made this discrepancy sizable in 2012-2013, seen in Big Brother (2018), and
significantly so by the present-day status of the parameters.

Why this sizable discrepancy input emerged, stems firstly from a pre-Big Data age mentality
among ECtHR. Secondly from the fear of radicalization and terrorism steered over the web,
and lastly the general conservative approach of ECtHR and the lack of new relevant cases.
Consequently, it normalizes a greater leniency for these secret systems to operate with too
little concerns for the NSO legality requirement and the abuse risk. This now sizable
discrepancy input has severely dented the restrains of the NSO legality requirement. In doing
so, accepting more situations of secret surveillance into the fold.
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5. Findings with judicial credibility and statistical validation
Examining the question “How is the legality requirement for national security offences
shaped to regulate secret surveillance by the government on private persons?” This thesis
has analysed four inputs and found the following: (1) A need for more flexibility because of
technological development has ensured that what is NSOs are more lenient then before. (2)
The same technological development has allowed more private data in the virtual world
where what is considered intrusive (A-E) has lessened. (3) A growing acceptance of the
interconnection between the legality conditions has allowed a greater remedying of NSO
legality faults. (4) The discrepancy between technological development and the NSO legality
requirements that has affected input (1) and (2), has grown more sizable in the recent years.
An outdated big-data mentality, misplaced belief in legality conditions and inactions from the
ECtHR seems to be the cause.
The four inputs have all contributed to easing up the NSO legality requirement, resulting in
more situations of secret surveillance then before. This is shown in the figure below where
the right circle has increased in area due to these inputs compared to the left circle.
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These findings are purely legal, so do statistical validation for this increase in secret
surveillance situations exist? Note that why this increase has happened is explained by the
four inputs. It is simply too complex to create statistical data about that without balancing
dangerously close to type I and II errors.193

Seeking this validation, the two variables, “Legality” - with its “Inadequate” and “Adequate”
outcomes -, and “Case Development Rank” are used.194 The “Legality” variable highlights
what cases had adequate or inadequate NSO legality for secret surveillance. The “Case
Development Rank” variable ranks NSO cases numerically on their legal development.195
Development can either increase or limit the NSO legality requirement, producing more or
less situations where secret surveillance is permitted. With Malone (1984) as a reference
point, the cases are ranked in outcomes from 0-3: “(0) No Development”, “(1) Little
Development”, “(2) Moderate Development” and “(3) Major Development”. The ranking is
based on the case issue, how it affects the four inputs, its quality and usage as precedent.
Each case is valued on what it independently brings to the table. Example: Roman (2015)
developed a significant legality restraint on the NSO legality requirement.196 This type of
restraint made new sizable effects on the inputs, consequently limiting what situations can
incur secret surveillance. Hence justifying a 3 rank. Big Brother (2018) delivered a counter
development on the inputs however, significantly easing up the NSO legality requirement,
allowing more situations of secret surveillance. Thus, justifying a rank 3 for the opposite
development. Complete elimination of abstractions from the ranking cannot be ensured, but
the method, meticulous reading and, measuring should at least bring it into the hypothetical
sphere rather than a speculative one.197 The “Case Development Rank” dataset appears as
follows:
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Table 13 show the numbers of cases (Frequency) placed at the specific ranks (0-3).198 The
percentage block shows the percentage of the total (21) cases that each rank makes up. for
example, cases with “(0) No Development” make up 14.3% (3/21) of the total. It shows how
a majority of the cases are centred around rank 1 and 2, while a minority are located at the
end ranks of 0 and 3.
The “Legality” variable holds data on the amount of cases with “Inadequate” and “Adequate”
NSO legality. The dataset appears as:

The “Legality” variable shows how 11 (52.4%) had “Inadequate” legality, and 10 (47.6%)
had the “Adequate” legality outcome. Roughly 50/50, as it is also illustrated in section 3.6.

For an overview, the two datasets can be combined into a timeline:

198
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The timeline shows how most cases that originate from 2015 onwards have “Inadequate”
NSO legality for secret surveillance. This quantity however, does not indicate a tightening on
situations for when NSOs allows for secret surveillance. This is indicated by the Y-axis
“Case Development Rank”. From there it is shown how “Adequate” outcome are more
frequently located on the higher development ranks, subsequently indicating that these cases
are contributing to permitting more situations of secret surveillance. A statistical finding
equal to the judicial findings from the four inputs. The timeline also shows the surge of NSO
cases in the past 15 years.

This statistical validation can be stronger and more telling. Therefore, figure 9s data is used
additionally as a launch pad. Four statistical tests with increasing complexity are applied: (1)
Univariate analysis of the “Case Development Rank” measurements, (2) A bivariate
examination on “Case Development Rank” distribution between the “Adequate” and
“Inadequate” outcomes, (3) Evaluation if this distribution disparity is due to different
“Legality” outcomes, (4) If so, how significant the distribution disparity is needs evaluation.

(1) Firstly, a univariate measurement of “Case Development Rank”:199

The mean “Case Development Rank” from case-to-case is 1.52. Interpreted, each new case
heard by ECtHR usually pushes development forward by 1.52 rank score (Disregarding
whether it’s an increasing or limiting direction). With an SD of 0.980, this means that 95% of
the cases centralize within 1.52 +/- 0.980, i.e., between a development rank of 0.54 to 2.5
roughly capturing 14/21 cases. It means that there are few cases at the ends (0 or 3
development). Visualised:
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What can be judicially derived from this is that the ECtHR generally has proceeded with
some caution on this specific topic. They are neither over-cautious nor incautious in their
development of the legal field. Normally this would be a good balance, however their present
caution is not matching the development needed, given the rapid technological development
explained in section 4.4.

(2) A “Case Development Rank” disparity between the “Adequate” and “Inadequate”
outcomes is a statistical question regarding how the development is distributed. Do
“Adequate legality” cases have a higher “Case development rank” or not? A quick normality
test shows that normality indeed exists, allowing for parametric tests.200 Conducting a CrossTap test with Chi-Square significance:201
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This shows how “Adequate” legality has more of its cases distributed on the higher end (8/10
in rank 2 or 3), while “Inadequate” legality has the majority of its cases distributed on the
lower end (9/11 in rank 0 or 1). Statistically speaking, this would indicate an association
between “Adequate” legality and scoring higher on the development rank. There are several
examples: In Kennedy (2010) the ECtHR confirmed that the NSO legality requirement was
adequate, permitting more NSO situations to warrant secret surveillance.202 The opposite was
the case in Iordachi (2009).203 Comparing Iordachi (2009) and Kennedy (2010), it is apparent
that the ECtHR in Kennedy(2010) expanded the NSO legality requirement more than it
limited it in Iordachi (2009).Thus, giving Kennedy (2010) a greater development rank than
Iordachi (2009). The same tendency appears when comparing the other cases, and this
indicates a trend. Therefore, in developing the NSO legal area of secret surveillance, the
ECtHR is prone to expand, rather than limit its understanding of NSOs.

Visualised:
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Translating the numbers into percentages:204

204
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Looking at “% of cases with…” it is shown how in rank 0, “Inadequate” legality cases make
up 100%, in rank 1, 75% while in rank 2 it drops to 16.7% before rising to 25% in rank 3.
Comparably, “Adequate” legality makes up 0%, 25%, 83.3% and 75% respectively.
Secondly, looking at “Legality % in…” the same pattern is shown. In rank 0, 27.3% of all
“Inadequate” legality cases are found, this increases to 54.5% in rank 1 before dropping to
9.1% in both rank 2 and 3. “Adequate” legality, however, has 0% of its cases in rank 0, 25%
in rank 1, before doubling to 50% in rank 2 and dropping to 30% in rank 3. Again, showing
how cases with “Inadequate” legality scores lower in the “Case development ranking”.
In sum it shows that of the 21 cases, the 10 cases with adequate legality have a higher “Case
development rank”. These 10 cases have developed the NSO legality requirement into
accepting more situations of secret surveillance. The finding in figure 9 touched upon this,
but now it is shown more clearly and with more statistical poof for validation. It must then be
examined whether this is merely a coincidence.

(3) Evaluating if this distribution disparity in “Case development rank” is due to different
“Legality” outcomes or something else, invites in correlation testing of the variables. As the
“Legality” variable is nominal, traditional correlations tests are blocked and Eta must be
used.205 To repeat, Eta is a measure of association between variables, ranging from 0 to 1. 0
indicating no association, and 1 indicating a perfect correlation between the variables. It
solves how much of the variance in the dependent variable (“Case development rank”) are
explained by the variance in the independent variable (“Legality”). E.g: if the “Case
Development Rank” outcome is 2 and the “Legality” outcome is “Adequate”, how much of
the 2-rank score is due to the “Adequate” legality outcome? First, the association value
between the dependent “Case Development Rank” variable and the independent “Legality”
variable are calculated:
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Calculating the square root of 0.574 results in 0.76 (note that correlation is not the same as
percentage). With a 0.76 score of a maximum 1, the outcomes of the independent “Legality”
variable have a decisive role in explaining the outcome of the dependent “Case Development
Rank” variable. Changes in “Legality” thus greatly affect the rank outcome. This correlation
score ensures that the statistical findings in (2) are true. Visualised correlation:

Therefore, the ECtHR is statistically prone to grant higher “Case Development Rank” to
cases of “Adequate” legality, consequently easing up on the NSO legality requirement and
permitting more secret surveillance situations. Thereby statistically proving the judicial
findings in section 4.1-4.4 for such a trend.

(4) Lastly, one must determine how sizable the disparity distribution is. The independent Ttest is of use here.206 The test aim to identify the size of the statistical differences between the
means of “Adequate” and “Inadequate” legality outcomes regarding their “Case Development
Rank”:
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Table 19 shows that cases of “Adequate” legality outcomes have, on average, 1.10207 more
developments per case, than “Inadequate” outcomes. In means “Adequate” legality outcomes
shape the legality requirement more than twice that of “Inadequate” outcomes. Visualised:

The SD for “Inadequate” legality is 0.737 and 0.894 for “Adequate” legality. Applying the
95% confidence interval, 95% of “Inadequate” legality cases fall within the range of rank
0.11 to 1.89 (1+/-0.894) and 95% “Adequate” legality cases between the 1.36 to 2.83 range
(2.10 +/- 0.737). In other words, the “Adequate” and “Inadequate” case outcomes centralize
around their own mean, and the confidence of their intervals overlaps a mere 0.53 (1.891.36). This indicates the rather significant size differentiation in “Case Development Rank”.

207
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It allows for the assumption that, not only is there a distribution disparity (see (1) and (2))
stemming from “Adequate” legality resulting in a higher development rank than “Inadequate”
(see (2) and (3)), but the difference is sizable (4).

So, is there statistical support for the legal claim that more situations of secret surveillance
are allowed than before? Within the methanological parameters and its 85%208 alpha level the
answer is: Yes, and as Figure 9 shows, it’s a recent phenomenon.
The judicial findings point to the changes within the inputs – (1) vaguer offences, (2)
lessening of what is considered intrusive, (3) greater remedy ability and (4) greater
discrepancy between technological development and the NSO legality requirement - as the
driving forces for this transformation. The exact legal transformation, highlighting the
changes in situations that can trigger secret surveillance, cannot be drawn without certain
abstractness. Given the judicial findings and statistical validation, an educated guess is
attempted:
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Three things in Figure 14 are noteworthy. Firstly, it illustrates the 2005 and 2018 precedent
for what situations that can permit secret surveillance. 2005 are selected as the point before
the surge in both new cases and technological development really kicked in. 2018 is picked
due to the landmark case Big Brother (2018), giving 13 years of case and technological
development to influence the inputs. Secondly, it shows how the right circle has changed its
boarders compared to the left one, consequently encompassing more cases into its Core and
Periphery area at the cost of the Outer area. Lastly, several cases have moved independently
of the change in the circles. These cases concern topics that have been more liberalized in
terms of NSO legality. R.E. (2015) being the top candidate here.

In sum, the figure shows how the legality requirement for NSOs has been shaped in the
recent years to allow more situations of secret surveillance. This has happened due to changes
in the four inputs that have eased up the NSO legality requirement.
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6. Concluding remarks
6.1. Summary
So, how is the legality requirement for national security offences shaped to regulate secret
surveillance by the government on private persons? This thesis answered this question by
looking at four inputs: (1) the offence, (2) the intrusiveness (3) remedy ability and (4)
discrepancy between technological development and the NSO legality requirement.
Section 2 shows the intent to answer the research question be two methods: Can judicial
methods show how and why these inputs have shaped the NSO legality requirement to allow
more situations of secret surveillance? And can quantitative methods validate this judicial
finding?
Section 3 shows how the secret surveillance of art 8 is pulled between the interests of security
and privacy. When considering the legality of secret surveillance, it answers to some core
principles; Surveillance must be a last resort, proportional and not completely unpredictable.
Of the many offences, NSOs are the offence occurring the most and with the greatest chance
of having adequate legality, regardless if the case is individual- or mass surveillance.

Section 4 shows the change that has occurred in the different inputs that shape the NSO
legality requirement. Section 4.1. indicates how technological development has brought in a
greater need for NSO flexibility, permitting wider NSO definitions and preventing exhaustive
NSO listings. Section 4.2. illustrates how the same technological development has left large
gaps in the privacy protection of virtual data, consequently inviting in more intrusive
surveillance. Section 4.3. clarifies that a wider acceptance of interconnection between the
legality conditions has allowed a greater remedying of NSO legality faults. Lastly 4.4.
demonstrates how an outdated big-data mentality, among other things, have contributed to an
ever-growing discrepancy between the technological development – that are finding new
means and methods of secret surveillance as seen in input (1) and (2) – and the NSO legality
meant to keep it in check. All these inputs internal change has eased up the NSO legality
requirement into, resulting in more situations of secret surveillance by governments on
private person being accepted by article 8.
Section 5 applies the quantitative method, attempting to validate and understand this judicial
finding. Four levels of statistical testing proved that there is distribution disparity on how the
cases affect the NSO legality requirement. Cases with adequate NSO legality where more
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inclined to shape the requirement, than those not. This effect was not a coincidence, instead it
was rather sizable. Consequently, the NSO requirements are favourably shaped by cases that
ease up the requirement. Thus, validating the judicial finding.

6.2. The judicial and non-judicial concerns of these developments
The primary judicial consequences are acceptance of secret surveillance in new forms, to new
aims and by new methods. The repercussion is firstly a greater leeway for such systems to
operate with few ramifications if the system is at fault – it can be quickly fixed and expanded
on. Secondly, it negatively impacts the core principles of secret surveillance. Future secret
surveillance cases that would previously have been shut down by ECtHR, might now be
permitted. Either due to case inadmissibility where the case matter “is substantially the same
as a matter that has already been examined by the Court” ref. ECHR article 35 (2) b. Or if
admissible, they meet a lower standard for when inadequate legality for NSOs results in state
responsibility.
Of those cases remaining, it is left to see if ECtHR continues to facilitate pyrrhic victories for
the applicant. ECtHR might revert209 the relaxed legality requirement or it might not. In the
meantime, the interest of state security in combating NSOs is the dominating force. This
security-inclined balance is not unreasonable as crime in the fast-paced technological society
changes.210 In the longer run it might push this eased up legality requirement into a hollow
one, where the connection to the core principles are cut. At present the systems are not too
unmanageable leading to unfettered secret surveillance that cannot be reined in. The path is
there, but the several crossroads ahead can revert it.
Further down in terms of consequence, there are issues of evidence usage in domestic courts,
and the potential chilling effect on article 8 privacy in general. What has now changed is the
ability to collect questionable amounts of highly detailed evidence data to be submitted into
the court.211 The great detail, size, and usability would have critical importance in proving,
sentencing, reinforcing or undermining other evidences and shaping the court’s final
verdict.212 Regarding the aforementioned chilling effect on article 8, the ability of increased
surveillance entangles topics such as family relations, sexual orientation, health, employment,
209
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political viewpoints, financial life etc.213 All of these risk being collected, processed and kept
even though never being used. This can create a chilling effect on how individuals practice
these privacies, and how they are protected domestically and in the ECtHR.
Nevertheless, the judicial findings and their consequences are a minute part in a major trend
that expands into a host of other fields.214 Similar concerns are voiced in the fields of
psychology, sociology, economics, ideology, morality, philosophy, culture, institutionalism,
and technologies. They might address the trend on different levels, be it structural, individual,
macro, micro, global etc and with different methods.215 Choosing an ideology, technological
and institutional approach, the trend in question can be summarized as the “Orwellian
fear”.216 For the Western world, the Orwellian fear is the dread of societies incorporating
Orwellian traits, starting a path towards authoritarianism, and in the worst-case
totalitarianism.217 A cornerstone trait of the Orwellian fear is a massive and loosely restricted
secret surveillance system. In situations like this, the power of secret surveillance is
transferred to undemocratic or devolving democratic institutions, whose allegiance and aims
become political. In the West, these concepts mainly remain distant. The paths are however
visible in some European states such as Poland, Russia, Turkey and Hungary.218 The furthest
down the path is China with its web control,219 over 600 million surveillance devices220,
facial recognition, and a social credit system.221 All centralized, with massive processing
power and cutting-edge AIs.222 The sheer power of these systems in the hand of democracies,
authoritarian regimes or aspiring totalitarian states has grave implications on the many sides
of the human life, even when used with the best intentions in mind.

6.3. ECtHR shortcomings
The ECtHR is unique in its credibility, reach (47 countries of the Council of Europe) and
legitimacy, but there are numerous challenges. Generally, the ECtHR has struggled with
workloads, margin of appreciation, state loyalty to ECtHR decisions, loss of legitimacy, a
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sometimes overly cautious and at other times an overly aggressive approach, and balancing
the state and individual interests in the modern world.223 In this context, the latter two
shortcomings leave their mark. The ECtHR’s balancing of these interests in the context is
done on an outdated understanding of modern technology and its capabilities. This makes the
cases appear to be an applicant victory; however, the victories are pyrrhic.

In addition to facilitating the consequences mentioned above, this improper legal approach
creates unpredictability. Not only for what offences permit secret surveillance, but also for
what type of secret surveillance, on who, its procedure, the oversight and authorisation, and
the opportunity for remedy in abuse situations.224 Some unpredictability can be accepted
given the ECtHRs role. Yet this level of unpredictability is detrimental to article 8 and the
ECHR protection system. They should rein in their tendencies on the matter, cease handing
out pyrrhic victories and toss out their outdated technological ideas. Preferably starting to
comprehend the new reality where secret surveillance has outgrown the individual and mass
surveillance distinction. Instead it has become an unprecedented camera eyed creature of
horrifying magnitude and character, clothed in the binary code of “01000010 01101001
01100111 00100000 01000010 01110010 01101111 01110100 01101000 01100101
01110010”.225 This creature should be reined more in, and as a EU study expressed: this
reining should be a combined effort by national courts, ECtHR, parliamentary oversight and
other mechanisms.226

This is not to speak of the actual and future potential for secret surveillance systems. ECtHR
is lacking a critical voice. That voice once came from Judge Pettiti, heard in the older cases
of Malone (1984), Huvig v. France (1990) (surveillance to catch tax evasion) and Kopp v.
Switzerland (1998) (surveillance on a law firm). Referring to recent technological and
legality development in 1998 he stated glumly:227
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The harshest of these words are yet to be a reality, but they still command authority 22 years
later and retain their prophecy for the future.

6.4. Further research
Further legal research can be divided into two groups.
Firstly, one can investigate interconnected topic excluded in this paper. Questioning who and
what data can be targeted, for what duration and what procedures are needed, are some
options. Alternatively, it could be interesting to evaluate just one of the four inputs or view
how different article 8 rights are affected by this secret surveillance. Example: How is the
privacy of financial data effected by the increased acceptance of intrusive surveillance?

Secondly, one can venture into related topics by stepping away from ECtHR. Looking into
technological development, the access, processing and usage parameters invites debate. A
legal evaluation of the different modern access method is possible, such as cable hijacking,
botnets, spyware, DNS spoofing, brute force, passive eavesdropping, IoT attacks etc. Further,
the immense processing power available in secret surveillance context creates a mountain of
usable data. What is the legal effect, reasons and/or legality to support this massive inclusion
of processed data? And leaving both the processing and usability in the hands of AIs, where
should humans be in this loop in order to retain a legal oversight? Example: AI and the role
of humans in supervising the procedure of processing private data.
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